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Name of the activity
National Integration Camp (NIC) at Chamba, Uttarakhand
Combined Annual Training Camp(CATC-I) held at NCC
Bn,S.S.Circle,Tumkur
International yoga day held at MG stadium , Tumkur .
Combined Annual Training Camp(CATC-VI) held at
NMIT,Yelahanka,Bangalore
Combined Annual Training Camp(CATC-XII) held at Airforce,
Jalahalli,Bangalore
EBSB-2019,Toranagallu,Bellary.
Army Attachment camp(ATC-19) held at Secunderabad,AP.

Date
11-6-2018 to 22-6-2018
17-6-2018to 26-6-2018
21/06/18
14-7-2018 to 23-7-2018
22-10-2018 to 31-102018
17-1-2019 to 28-1-2019
14-4-2019 to 25-4-2019

Combined Annual Training Camp (CATC) held at NCC Bn,S.S.Circle,Tumkur
17-6-2018 to 26-6-2018

The various program are conducted in the camp on 19/06/18 trekking and swachh bharat abhiyan
is held on belagumaba

International yoga day held at MG stadium , Tumkur . 21/06/18

EBSB-2019,Toranagallu,Bellary. 17-1-2019 to 28-1-2019
EK BHARAT SHRESHTH BHARATCAMP-II (EBSB), TORANAGALLU (BALLARI)

NIAP(NATIONAL INTEGRATION AWARENESS PROGRAM )
Cadets from 2 directorates of national cadet corps showcased the ‘cultural diversity’ of
the country as they propagated their state’s culture and tradition at the national integration
awareness programme organized. Equipped with colorful props and costumes, through this camp
we aim bridge the cultural divide and infuse a sense of unity among the cadets surpassing
religious,cultural,regional and linguistic barriers.

Army Attachment camp (ATC-19) held at Secunderabad,AP. 14-4-2019 to 25-4-2019
Sr no.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cadet’s Name

Cdt. Sachin A R Bhat
Cdt. Prabhu S Sasanur
Cdt. Vinayak Hiremath
Cdt. Jagan Somanna
Cdt. Vinay C

Reg no.

KA/17/SD/A/145836
KA/17/SD/A/145830
KA/17/SD/A/145837
KA/17/SD/A/145832
KA/17/SD/A/145838

Weapon training:

JUNGLE RALLY:

Running through the jungle is the most adventurous event .As in Army running is the most
important thing for a soldier, we had a 12km run. We were make small groups while we ran for
around 12km.It is mainly to indulge group coordination. As a group had to run, the whole group
was responsible that no one was left back, the complete group must start and complete the run
together. So the coordination of the whole group was maintained.

LEACTURE:

Not only with the info of weapons soldiers survive. There will be classes on Map reading, Field
craft & Battle craft, Section formations, Field Engineering, Judging Distance, Traps, Night
Navigation, Trenches, Army history, Motivation.
We used to have lectures on the basis of the things taught to the trainees of 1EME Centre. We
were taught about the camps make in the places where no ready made building are available.
And to march from one place to another specified place using the map, where no other artificial
navigational devices are supplied. Along with the navigation the traps that a soldier should be
aware of while marching. They are also teach about the night navigation, so that they can march
in the night also.
Army motivation classes are also make compulsory to the cadets to motivate the cadets to join
the Armed forces of INDIA. The history of the INDIAN ARMY is briefed to have a better
knowledge on the ARMED FORCES of INDIA.

Our 6/4 Coy, SSIT, thank heart fully our institution for supporting us to go on with such long term
camp in spite of being engineering students. I thank you our entire respective Management, H.O.D’s
concerned faculty members. We could never forget our battalion for providing us such a valuable
education for life.
We thank our Sri Siddhartha Education Society and SSAHE, sir for his constant support and
motivation.
We thank CO Col. Y.S PARMAR. 4KAR BN , Tumkur.
We thank Col. SHYLESH SHARMA. AO, 4KAR BN , Tumkur. sir for encouraging and pushing us
forward.
Our special thanks to all other staff who helped us and supported us directly & indirectly, we thank
them all.

THANK YOU
JAI HIND

